
Corporate bonds offer significant value, we think; investors remain skeptical. The spectre 
of rising bankruptcies in a deteriorating economy is a major obstacle. Still, there are many 
high-quality credits, which will unlikely default, offering some great opportunities. Falling 
inflation, subdued economic activity and low interest rates augur well for credit markets in 
the medium term, we argue. Even if recovery is slow, the high running yield of corporate 
credits is an attractive interim option. In our view, credits will outperform in 2009. 

Still,  these risks appear to be sufficiently discounted 
given that bond prices are well below historical lows. 

Raw statistics make the case; recent Deutsche Bank 
estimates show that US investment-grade corporate 
bonds are pricing in a five-year default rate of 40%. Yet 
the worst five-year investment-grade default rate since 
1970 is just 2.4%. A similar case can be made for the 
high yield segment. According to Moody’s, the US 
speculative-grade trailing 12-month default rate will 
peak at 14.5% in November 2009. As of end of 
February, this rate had risen to 5.2%, a more than 
fourfold increase from one year ago. 

At the end of the day, higher default levels do not 
necessarily signal a widespread corporate collapse. 
Historical data too indicates that years with the highest 
default rates have been followed by years with the 
highest total returns. In short, high defaults and high 
total returns can co-exist. 

Asian bonds stand out
If the case for bonds looks strong, it appears even 
stronger within Asia. These bonds sold off even more 
than their US counterparts, with little justification, we 
think, other than the fear that Asian growth would stall 
amidst a global slowdown.  Yet the motors of Asian 
growth (China and India) keep whirring. Asian 
companies are in good shape post the Asian financial 
crisis restructuring. Many of them sport lower gearing 
ratios and higher cash levels to meet debt obligations. 

The name’s Bond.  Corporate Bond
Sadly, it is a name that has fallen off many investors’ 
radar screen these days. Tainted by the Lehman brush, 
corporate bonds, regardless of company fundamentals, 
have been out of favour since last September. The sell 
offs were also driven by the subsequent repricing of risk 
and the drying up of market liquidity. As a result, prices 
have been forced down severely and yields pushed up.

With many governments pushing interest rates to record 
lows worldwide as well as implementing numerous credit 
and economic stimulants, now appears the “right” time to 
lock in these attractive yields. Yet investors seem 
reluctant to take the bait, the shock of  many “investment 
grade” bonds being downgraded overnight to junk status 
weighs on their minds. This may also explain why bond 
markets hardly budged when Mr. Geithner unveiled his 
latest bank “detox” package. 

Corporate bonds have never looked this cheap, we think. 
“With good reason too”, say many. After all, the global 
macro outlook remains weak, credit continues to be tight 
despite central bank liquidity injections, and consumer 
demand is anemic amid ongoing corporate retrenchment.

It’s all in the price
The risk of rising corporate defaults have kept investors 
on the sidelines. Granted, defaults will increase in a 
downturn and remain at elevated levels even after 
economic growth improves (typically default rates peak 
after economic recovery begins). 
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Corporate bonds discount improbable default rates

Source:DataStream, as at 9 April 2009
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Asian corporates fell more despite stronger fundamentals
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High Yield Bonds – A proxy for equities?
US high yield bonds were badly hit last year as 
investors fled to safety.  Since August, US high yields 
tracked equities until recently. In January, this close 
linkage broke as high yields refused to sell-off further. 

In last year’s flight, investors drove prices of many 
lower quality bonds to levels that suggested imminent 
default.  This extreme value probably under-pinned 
these higher yielding bonds when equities slumped 
further in February.

Given this extreme discounting, the case can be made 
that high yielding bonds are a good proxy for equities at 
this point.  
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High Yield bonds act as a proxy for equities

Source: Barclays Indices from DataStream, as at  9 April 2009
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